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Section 1 – Executive Summary 
The 2013 Legislative Branch Budget Bill HB 5021A passed by the Oregon Legislature approved a 
placeholder of $1.0 million General Fund dollars for a new policy research office and called for a work 
group to make recommendations to legislative leadership. By this action, the Oregon Legislature 
indicated its intention to act on the legislature's desire for more independent research and policy 
analysis that is directed by the legislature, rather than being dependent upon analysis provided by the 
executive branch or advocates of special interests.  

What is the Legislature trying to accomplish? 
To improve the legislature’s ability to set policy for Oregon, free of reliance on the executive branch or 
lobbyists, through research that is practical, non-partisan, directed by the legislature and focused on 
issues that are important to Oregon. 

What does the policy and research function look like in other states? 
Approximately 75 percent of all state legislatures have created a designated research or evaluation 
function to support their policy analysis needs. The specific structures and work conducted by research 
staff can vary widely from state to state, but the most common three models are: legislative committee, 
bipartisan committee with dedicated staff, and external research center (often university based).   

Where does this function belong in Oregon, and who would oversee it? 
Legislative leadership invited a Legislative Work Group comprised of an equal number of legislators from 
both parties and both chambers to consider the options. The Work Group clearly preferred any new 
office or agency be housed within the legislature and overseen by a bipartisan legislative committee that 
included a minimum of two members from each party from each chamber. Although the Work Group 
rejected the idea of housing the policy research function externally (for example, at a university), they 
allowed for the possibility of contracting out selected research projects. The Work Group also wanted to 
see improved efforts to coordinate research agendas and communication among existing legislative 
staff. 

How do we ensure the work is independent and non-partisan? 
The Legislative Work Group agreed that protecting the independence of the staff to produce non-
partisan research reports was critical to long-term credibility, and that the hiring and firing policies and 
continuous training of staff should reflect the importance of preserving the integrity of the independent 
analysis for these reports.  Legislators would also receive training in best practices for maintaining 
independence as well as high level research standards. The Work Group further indicated a preference 
for research reports that concluded with a range of policy options, rather than recommendations. 

Who would set the research agenda, and how? 
The Work Group suggested that any member of the legislature could propose topics for the policy 
research agenda, and that a bipartisan bicameral Legislative Policy Research Committee would be 
responsible for reviewing those requests using a set of criteria to select and prioritize the topics.  
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What would the staffing structure look like, and what would it cost? 
The Work Group considered a variety of staffing models, 
ranging from a significant new office that would be roughly 
the size of a well-developed policy research or 
performance audit shop to the option of doing nothing or 
simply striving to better coordinate the research efforts of 
existing staff. Some of the options considered included: 

 Hire new staff to conduct policy research full time. 
 Hire new staff and integrate or blend the efforts of 

existing staff to support the research agenda. 
 Extend the temporary staff hired during session to 

full-time, and use the interim periods to conduct 
more policy research. 

 Emphasize more coordination of existing staff to 
conduct research during the interim. 

 Continue business as usual. 

Cost estimates ranged from zero to $3.8 million dollars 
annually, with the preferred options in the range of $1.3 - 
$1.8 million in annual costs.     

What’s next? 
If the legislature decides to support a proposal for 
enhancing the policy research function that includes the 
provision of new staff, the Work Group pointed out the 
practicality of ramping up slowly and using the initial 
products of an enhanced policy research function to assess 
whether they should move forward with any significant 
expansion. The Work Group also called attention to the realities of a limited state budget for which 
there were already many competing proposals. Any option selected should reflect the four qualities and 
characteristics in sidebar. 

 

  

Key Considerations for Enhancing 
Policy and Research Capacity 

Independence: Legislators must have 
confidence that the work is objective 
and of high quality, that the research 
has not been impacted by partisan 
ideology or undue political influence.  

Relevance: The policy analysis work 
undertaken should be of current 
interest to members of both political 
parties, with a high likelihood of 
generating meaningful discussion and 
legislative action. 

Appropriate Scope: The work must be 
coordinated with current staff and 
integrated into existing rules and 
processes to reduce the likelihood of 
redundancy or conflicting effort. 

Staff Capacity: A staffing plan with 
sufficient resources and research skill 
is necessary to ensure that the analysis 
is credible, reliable, and data-driven.  
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Section 2 – Work Group’s Preferred Elements of a 
Legislative Research Function 
The Legislative Work Group considered several approaches to neutral research and policy analysis taken 
in other states with the goal of developing a proposal that could work for Oregon. The Work Group 
came to general agreement on several of the key questions that would arise in developing a new 
research and policy analysis office or in expanding staff capacity, and also raised important concerns and 
additional issues for future consideration. The Work Group’s preferred option is summarized in the table 
below  (Additional detail, including the materials provided to the Legislative Work Group and summaries 
of their discussions, are available in the appendices.) 

The Legislative Work Group’s Preferred Elements 

Aspect of the Model Preferred Element 
Purpose To improve the legislature’s ability to set policy for Oregon, free of reliance 

on the executive branch or lobbyists, through research that is practical, non-
partisan, directed by the legislature, on issues important to Oregon.  

Product Neutral policy analysis with options (not recommendations) 
Values Neutrality, Independence, Practicality, Relevance 
Governance Bipartisan, bicameral Policy and Research Committee oversees agenda and 

staff 
Agenda Setting Any member can submit a request; Policy and Research Committee sorts 

requests and develops agenda using criteria and keeps total scope within 
budgeted resources 

Staffing Structure New Agency OR Expanded Committee Staff 
(Legislative Work Group split on this element) 

Cost Estimate $1.3 - $1.8 annual cost, depending on structure selected and number of staff 
hired. 

Purpose: The purpose and value of expanding upon the legislative research and policy analysis currently 
conducted was consistently affirmed in conversations with legislators and staff members. The goal is to 
improve the legislature’s ability to set policy for Oregon, free of reliance on the executive branch or 
lobbyists, through research that is practical, non-partisan, directed by the legislature, on issues 
important to Oregon.   

Primary Product: When asked, “what would the policy and research function produce as their primary 
product?” legislators in the working group ranked pure research and neutral policy analysis as their 
preferred products. The group further recommended that the research or policy analysis format should 
avoid policy recommendations, but rather should provide alternatives and options for legislative 
development.    

Governance: Ultimately, any expansion of research capacity should provide information that informs 
policy-deliberations and legislation that can attract support across party lines. Toward this end, the 
Legislative Work Group clearly favored a bicameral, bipartisan legislative committee to govern the 
policy and research work. The Work Group recommended the Policy Research Committee have an equal 
number of legislators from each party in each chamber.  Any action such as setting the research agenda 
or releasing a report would require majority support from each chamber, thus ensuring that support 
from both parties and both chambers would be required for action.   
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Setting the Agenda: The Work Group agreed that the Policy Research Committee should have primary 
responsibility for setting the work plan and research agenda, with potential research topics and issues 
solicited broadly from any member of the legislature. The Committee would create and apply criteria for 
prioritizing the work, including but not limited to: broad interest, potential for statewide impact, cost, 
timeliness, and research staff capacity. 

Staffing Structure: Similar to Legislative Counsel in 
having bipartisan, bicameral committee oversight, this 
new agency would place authority in the new policy 
and research agency director to meet the Policy 
Research Committee’s expectations. The Legislative 
Work Group was split on whether or not current 
personnel practices are sufficient to protect staff 
independence.  About half the group believed it was 
critical to create a separate legislative agency with 
additional structural safeguards in hiring, firing and 
other personnel rules in order to protect against 
undue influence and thus ensure staff independence.   

Cost: The Legislative Work Group considered 
scenarios ranging from attempting to more closely 
coordinate existing staff effort (zero new cost) to a 
robust 26-person new agency, coming in at 
approximately $3.8 million in annual costs (See 
Appendix E, Cost Models). The two scenarios 
discussed above in Staffing Structure are estimated to 
cost between $1.3 million and $1.8 million annually.   

Four key characteristics emerged that legislators felt were most important for a new policy and research 
office needed to be successful, as shown in the sidebar. These four considerations could be used as 
criteria to evaluate a proposal, or amendment to a proposal, to enhance policy and research capacity to 
support the Oregon State Legislature.

Key Considerations for Enhancing Policy and 
Research Capacity 

Independence: Legislators must have confidence 
that the work is objective and of high quality, 
that the research has not been impacted by 
partisan ideology or undue political influence. 
Useful Agenda:  The work undertaken should be 
of current interest to members of both political 
parties, with a high likelihood of resulting in 
meaningful discussion and legislative action.  
Appropriate Scope: The work must be 
coordinated with current staff and integrated 
into existing rules and processes to reduce the 
likelihood of redundancy or conflicting effort.   
Staff Capacity: Developing a staffing plan and 
sufficient resources to ensure that the work 
being provided is credible, reliable and data-
driven. 
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Section 3 – Project Approach and Research Results 
Approach 
The project approach is illustrated in the flow chart diagram below and described in more detail in this 
section. Our approach began with listening to legislators both in initial interviews and while facilitating 
the deliberations of the Legislative Working Group. We conducted research into other state legislatures 
and evaluated the current structure and services of Oregon’s key legislative staff offices and agencies. 
We developed a variety of scenarios, options and preference rankings to help legislators clarify the 
contours of an approach that might be both structurally sound and politically feasible. Finally, we built a 
scalable cost model that can be used to calculate emergent scenarios, including the possibility of starting 
small and ramping up the size of the staff according to whether the effort proves to add value as 
intended. Each component of our project analysis is summarized in sections following the overall project 
flow diagram depicted in the box below. 

 

Enhancing Legislative Policy & Research Capacity 

PROJECT FLOW CHART 

 
 

 

Listening to the opinions and preferences of Oregon legislators 
First we listened to the opinions and preferences of legislators about the idea of a new research and 
policy function for the legislature. The consultant team met with the chiefs of staff of the President of 
the Senate and Speaker of the House and other legislators during the 2014 legislative session. We held 7 
small group in-person interviews with 19 legislative members from both the House and Senate and the 
majority and minority parties. We used these interviews to construct a set of initial models and a range 
of functions that might be performed by a new research and policy office, should the legislature choose 
to create one. We identified an initial set of criteria that legislators felt were needed in order for a new 
policy and research office to be successful.  

 
The consultant team conducted research into the approaches used most frequently by other legislatures 
across the country, including reviewing research on this topic conducted by the National Conference of 
State Legislatures and the Council of State Governments.    

Listen to 
Legislators

Research 
Other 
States

Evaluate 
Status Quo

Legislative 
Work 
Group

Cost 
Modeling

Summary 
Report

Listen To Legislators

Research Other States
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Research Results: Policy and Research Offices in Other States 
Approximately 75 percent of all state legislatures have created a designated research or evaluation 
function to support their policy analysis needs. However, they are using a wide range of approaches and 
they are all unique to some extent. The type and timing of the work conducted by research staff can 
vary widely from state to state, even when the research and policy analysis functions have similar 
organizational structures.   

Our research and experience shows that the approaches of legislatures that have formalized their 
research functions can be grouped into a few basic models, which can be generally grouped into three 
main alternatives. Provided below are summaries of the primary alternative models, including their 
potential organizational location within the Oregon Legislature, characteristics and functions.   

Legislative Office 

In this model, a new legislative office would be created for the sole purpose of providing independent, 
objective research and policy support to the legislature. This office would be located under Committee 
Services, and would thus be separate from the Legislative Fiscal Office and Legislative Revenue Office 
and other agencies (LFO, LRO, and Legislative Counsel are all “agencies;” Committee Services is an 
“Office.”). Research and policy analysis would be conducted by dedicated staff assigned only to this 
office. The office’s agenda and work program would be closely coordinated and possibly integrated with 
that of Committee Services.  

The research conducted by a research office using this model would be tied to the timeframes of 
legislative session. The nature of the work would reflect a desire to have a research function that 
conducts some longer term research and policy analysis during the interim, but also provides shorter 
term research and legislative support during session. Given that this function would be housed within 
Committee Services, efforts would need to be made to ensure that staff capacity is appropriate for the 
type of research being conducted, and that processes and standards are in place to ensure their work 
remains independent and credible. 

Joint Committee 

The second alternative model calls for the creation of a new Joint Legislative Committee. To ensure its 
independence and objectivity, the committee would be bicameral and bipartisan. Committee members 
would be responsible for jointly establishing the agenda and developing criteria for selecting the work 
conducted by its staff. The legislature would need to determine who is allowed to request work of this 
committee, which could potentially include 1) any legislator, 2) committee leadership, or 3) majority and 
minority leadership. The committee would 
be staffed by dedicated research and policy 
staff in a separate agency, similar to LFO, 
LRO and LC. 

The work conducted by this committee 
would most likely focus on mid-longer term 
research, program evaluations and policy 
analyses conducted over periods of time 
ranging from six to twelve months, in 
preparation for each year’s legislative 
session. During session, efforts would be 
focused on presenting the results of the 

Models Common in Other States 

• Legislative Office uses committee services platform to 
conduct short-term research and provide research 
support during session.  

• Bi-Partisan Joint Committee with dedicated 
independent research staff to conduct policy analysis 
and research on an annual basis.   

• External Research Center is located outside of the 
legislature, and offers long range policy research and 
leverages the research talent in the state university.   
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prior year’s research and establishing the agenda for the coming year. Some legislative session support 
could be provided by staff, but not to the extent outlined in the Legislative Office option above. Staff 
capacity would need to be able to support more substantive, rigorous research and policy analysis than 
that of the Legislative Office option.   

External Research Center 

The third option would entail creating an external center or research institute. Similar to the 
Washington State Institute for Public Policy (WSIPP), it would not be housed directly within the 
legislature, but instead within an outside entity such as a university. This research center would be 
funded by, and exist to support the policy needs of, the legislature. Its work would be overseen by a 
board of directors representing a range of stakeholders who participate in shaping broad public policy 
directions, including the state legislature (bipartisan, bicameral members), executive branch, and the 
academic community. The agenda and work program of the center would be completed at the direction 
of the legislature and guided by a board of directors that might include a combination of legislators and 
other appointees. 

The purpose of an external research center would be to conduct long range research on broad policy 
issues, rather than short-term analysis and legislative support (Legislative Office), or mid-term policy 
research, evaluation and analysis (Joint Committee). The research conducted would typically span 
multiple years. Because of its research orientation and location within an institute of higher education, 
this option may offer the possibility of receiving outside funding to support its work. 

 
Oregon’s Current Legislative Structure and Operations 
To begin our work, we researched the Oregon Legislature’s current legislative structure and operations. 
The Oregon Legislature does not currently have a dedicated research office or formal policy analysis 
capacity beyond those activities supporting the budget and revenue committees and ad hoc research 
support provided by existing staff.   

Four legislative entities currently support legislative operations: The Legislative Fiscal Office (LFO), 
Legislative Revenue Office (LRO), Legislative Counsel (LC) and Committee Services. Appropriations 
matters are dealt with in joint committees, staffed by LFO, with analyst staff assigned to subject matter 
areas. Revenue work occurs in separate committees in the House and Senate, jointly supported by 
economists in the LRO who are assigned to subject matter areas. All committees are served by 
Legislative Counsel, whose staff attorneys provide legal research to legislators and support for bill 
drafting in assigned subject matter areas. These offices are intended to provide non-partisan fiscal and 
policy support to their assigned committees, other committees, and individual members on an ad-hoc 
basis.  

Committee Services provides administrative and some policy analysis support for these and all other 
policy committees, through an administrator and committee assistants, plus additional staff hired for 
the session. The majority and minority caucuses also have staff support, as do individual legislators. 
Research and policy support is conducted on an as-requested basis, primarily during session to support 
draft legislation, with a limited amount of policy research conducted during the interim. 

Evaluate Status Quo
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The majority of the research currently being done by legislative staff is not necessarily consistent with 
the type of research being considered for a new research and policy office. Current research conducted 
by LRO, LFO, and LC is focused on very specific revenue, fiscal, or legal issues, and most of the research 
conducted by Committee Services is briefer and focused on session support, when compared to the 
more in-depth, longer term policy-focused research that appears to be envisioned by the legislative 
working group.   

 

Senate President Peter Courtney and House Speaker Tina Kotek invited four members from each 
chamber, equally divided between Democratic and Republican members, to form a Legislative Work 
Group charged with working over the interim to develop a preferred option for enhancing policy and 
research capacity to support the legislature. The legislators serving on the Work Group were all 
interested in the subject, highly experienced and contributed a great deal of institutional knowledge and 
practical experience in a range of policy areas. Section 4 of this report includes a list of the Legislative 
Work Group members. 

During the fall of 2014, the Work Group met for a total of four work sessions with a goal of developing 
more clarity on their legislative research needs and narrowing down the organizational options. In 
September, the legislators received an overview of the range of policy and research functions in other 
states, and they ranked their preferences for the types of legislative research, services, and work 
products they were most interested in, as well as governance structures, internal or external location 
and staffing options for a research function.   

In preparation for the December Work Group sessions, we used the rankings identified by legislators in 
September to narrow the range of models as a basis for further analysis and exploration of the pros and 
cons of various combinations of staffing, governance and cost models. Working with legislative 
administrative staff, we applied actual Oregon State Legislative staff job classifications and operational 
costs to develop cost estimates for each organizational model under consideration. The Work Group 
also asked Committee Services staff to report on the degree to which existing staff could complement or 
provide more extensive policy and research work. (See Appendix D). 

The results of the Legislative Work Group’s deliberations are summarized in Section 2 of this report. 

 
Analysis of Potential Costs 
The Legislative Work Group reviewed the five scenarios (or “models”) shown in the table below. These 
scenarios mixed and matched key elements of models from other states, the Work Group’s initial 
preferences, and the personnel cost data provided by legislative administrative staff.  

 

 

Legislative Work Group

Cost Modeling
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Estimated Costs for Five Policy and Research Office Alternatives 

Scenario Description 
1 A new large legislative agency with new highly experience research staff (similar to LFO). 
2 A new legislative agency with new highly experienced staff (smaller, similar in size to LRO). 
3 Expanded Committee Services Staff: converting session-only Committee Administrative 

and Legislative Analysts (“CALAs”) to year round staff. 
4 Hybrid model: a new legislative agency with a combination of new staff and a few existing 

Committee Services staff. 
5 Use existing research capacity of current legislative staff to provided coordinated policy 

research (no new staff). 

The consultant team gathered information on the full costs of the new and existing staff positions being 
considered for the expanded research and policy analysis function. This entailed reviewing the 
legislative job classifications and identifying the positions and job qualifications that most closely aligned 
with the staffing needs of the above models. It also entailed gathering data on the associated legislative 
salaries, benefits, services and supply costs for each position.1     

In order to also develop cost estimates for a model option that included use of existing resources for 
expanded research capacity, we worked with legislative staff to gather more information about the 
amount of time or resources current staff in Committee Services, LFO, LRO, and LC currently spend on 
policy-related research, and to develop a better understanding of the nature of the research work being 
done. We reviewed examples of existing research and gathered information from staff on whether they 
have capacity to conduct additional research or policy analysis. As a result of this review, we made two 
determinations:   

First, the staff qualifications and experience needed to support the higher level policy research work 
envisioned by the Work Group are most similar to those required for the legislature’s current Deputy 
Fiscal Officer, Deputy Legislative Counsel, Principal and Senior Legislative Fiscal Officers, and Committee 
Administrative and Legislative Analyst 4’s. These positions require significant amounts of research or 
policy analysis experience and high amounts of education. The required background and experience for 
Committee Administrative and Legislative Analysts (“CALA”) 2s and 3s emphasizes education but not 
necessarily experience, which may enable them to support, but not lead, the proposed research work 
discussed by the Legislative Work Group. 

Second, existing staff have only a limited amount of capacity to take on additional research and policy 
work. While some staff time is available during the interims between sessions, all staff are fully booked 
during session. Significant changes in how and what types of work are assigned to LRO, LFO, LC and CS 
would need to be made in order to free up dedicated time for policy research. For cost modeling 
purposes only, in Scenarios 3, 4 and 5 we assumed that up to 10 percent of staff analysts in these four 
legislative agencies/departments could be available for coordinated policy research.  

The results of the cost modeling of all five of the above scenarios show a fairly broad range of costs. The 
annual costs of creating a new research and policy function is estimated at $3.8 million for Scenario 1 
(larger, new research agency), whereas the costs of Scenarios 2, 3 and 4 are closer to each other, 

1 Costs include staff salaries from the midpoint of the salary range, all benefits, and services and supplies such as computer, 
office equipment, furniture, and administrative charges for centralized services such as information technology, benefits and 
payroll administration.   
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between $1.0 million and $1.8 million. Scenario 5, which coordinates existing staff and leverages 10 
percent of their time, but does not add any new capacity, will not cost anything. However, significant 
questions exist about how the work would be coordinated and whether this limited amount of 
resources (less than 5 full-time employees) would be able to produce the substantive research work 
consistent with what legislators desire. The full cost comparisons for these 5 scenarios can be found in 
Appendix E.  

At the December workgroup session, the legislators further narrowed their preferred options to 
Scenarios 2 and 3. Scenario 2 creates a new legislative agency dedicated to research and policy analysis, 
with 12 new highly experience research staff. Scenario 3 expands Committee Services staff by 
converting session-only Committee Administrative and Legislative Analysts (CALA 2s and 3s) to year-
round positions.  (Comparative staffing structures and costs as shown in the table on the following 
page.) 

Scenario 3 expands existing Committee Services staff by converting nine session-only Committee 
Administrator and Legislative Analysts (CALA’s) 2s and 3s to year-round positions. While we have heard 
that some principal level Committee Administrators do have strong policy analysis skills, their capacity 
to perform additional research work is limited, and non-existent during session. In addition, the job 
qualifications for Committee Administrators do not necessarily require research or policy analysis 
experience, and the job classification levels for these positions are much lower in general. While policy 
analysis experience is desirable, equally important is having project management skills to coordinate 
and respond to committee operations. Unless the job qualifications are modified, the type and extent of 
research and policy analysis performed by Committee Services staff under this scenario is likely to be 
less rigorous than that of the more experienced research staff in Scenario 2. 

Comparison of Staffing Structures and Costs for Preferred Options 

Name Scenario 2: New Legislative Agency  Scenario 3: Expand Committee Services Staff 
Description 

This option would create a new 
Agency dedicated to Research and 
Policy Analysis supported by new 
staff.  

This option would create a new research unit within 
Committee Services staffed by a new Research 
Coordinator, session-only Committee 
Administrators converted to year-round positions, 
and 10% of existing Committee Administrators time.  

Staffing 
Structure 

New Staff (12) 
1 Director 
2 Principal Researcher  
4 Senior Researcher/CALA 4s 
4 CALA 3s 
1 Office Manager 

New Staff (10) 
1 Research Coordinator 
6 Continuing Session CALA 3s 
3 Continuing Session CALA 2s  
 
Existing Staff (.9) 
.2 CALA 4s 
.5 CALA 3s 
.2 CALA 2s 

Staff Skills 
8-12 years of research and policy 

analysis experience 
4-12 years project management or policy analysis 

experience 
New Full-time 
Staff  12 10 
Annual Cost of 
New Staff*  $                    1,819,695   $                              1,295,003  

*Source: Lore Christopher, Legislative Human Resource Director. Includes salaries, all benefits, services and supplies (computer 
and office equipment, furniture, and administrative charges for centralized services). 
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The staffing levels of these two options are similar; however, it is important to explain why the costs 
differ to the extent that they do. Scenario 2 assumes that the new research and policy office will be 
producing in-depth, substantive policy research that would be performed by principal and senior level 
staff with high levels of experience in policy research and analysis, similar to principal and senior staff in 
other legislative agencies. Their job classifications and compensation would therefore be at a fairly high 
level. A director well qualified to lead this new function, establish a new agency, command the respect 
of a diverse group of highly qualified staff and craft a credible policy research agenda would need to 
possess a high caliber professional reputation, qualifications and experience that will likely command a 
higher salary. 

NEXT STEPS    

The Legislative Work Group made considerable progress in its discussions, including reaching agreement 
about a preferred option that addresses many aspects of the format, scope, and perspective for the 
research work. However, as is often the case with important decisions, careful deliberation also raised 
many more questions and significant issues. As the legislature considers future action related to creating 
a Policy Research Committee, the following items merit further consideration:   

Ensuring quality and independence of research. An especially important issue for the legislature will be 
considering how to ensure the quality and independent of the research. There are several aspects to 
that:   

• Develop standards or processes that will ensure the integrity and independence of the research 
office and protect staff from undue political influence.    

• Develop standards for staff to ensure that work (a) meets expectations for independence and 
neutrality and (b) also meets quality assurance standards for subject matter expertise or other 
standard criteria that may be used for a particular issue. 

• Establish a firm preference for the research to result in options for legislative consideration, 
instead of recommendations.  

• Consider the need for and terms of an off-ramp, e.g., in the event of realized redundancy. 

• Ensure broad and ongoing coordination of effort among all staff, to reduce the likelihood of 
duplicative or competing research or analysis.  

Policy Research Committee authority. The group did not specifically address who would appoint the 
members of the Policy Research Committee. The default authority lies in the President of the Senate 
and the Speaker of the House. The group also did not specifically address how this group would be 
involved in supervision of staff, but commentary generally favored the structure that supports 
Legislative Counsel or the staff supporting the fiscal committees.  

Staffing Structure. The Legislative Work Group came to no agreement on a preference for cost and 
staffing. As discussed in the Legislative Working Group’s Preferred Option in Section 2 of this report, the 
Work Group was split between creating a new agency or expanding Committee Services staff. There was 
a strong feeling that the group needed to have the opportunity to discuss these options with leadership 
of both chambers and with the fiscal committee co-chairs before coming to any agreement. 
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Section 4 – Legislative Engagement 
Senate President Peter Courtney and House Speaker Tina Kotek selected four members of each 
chamber, equally divided between Democratic and Republican members, to constitute the interim 
group charged with developing a preferred option for going forward. They are all senior legislators with 
a great deal of institutional knowledge and practical experience in a range of policy areas.  

 

Members of the Legislative Working Group on Policy Research Functions 

   
Senator Michael Dembrow 

Democratic Party, 23th District 
 

 Representative Cliff Bentz 
Republican Party, 60th District 

   
Senator Betsy Johnson 

Democratic Party, 16th District 
 

 Representative Andy Olson 
Republican Party, 15th District 

   
Senator Brian Boquist 

Republican Party, 12th District 
 

 Representative Mitch Greenlick 
Democratic Party, 33rd District 

   
Senator Doug Whitsett 

Republican Party, 28th District 
 Representative Nancy Nathanson 

Democratic Party, 13th District 
  

 

The following legislators also contributed interviews during the 2014 Legislative Session to provide their 
input into the essential aspects and indicate their preferences for a legislative policy research function. 
(Listed in order interviewed.) 

Representative Jeff Reardon, Representative Jennifer Williamson, Senator Tim Knopp, Senator Laurie 
Monnes Anderson, Senator Jackie Winters, Senator Phil Barnhart, Representative Sara Gelser, 
Representative Caddy McKeown, Senator Chip Shields, Senator Barbara Smith Warner, Senator Tobias 
Read, Representative Dennis Richardson, Representative Lew Frederick 
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Section 5 – Staff Support 
This interim project was sponsored by Senate President Peter Courtney and Speaker of the House Tina 
Kotek. Staff support was provided by the following senior staff advisors: 

Betsy Imholt, Chief of Staff to Senate President 
Anna Braun, Senate Legislative Director 
Ken Rocco, Legislative Fiscal Officer 
Paul Warner, Legislative Revenue Officer 
Dexter Johnson, Legislative Counsel 
Rick Berkobien, Committee Services Manager 
 

Amelia Porterfield, Chief of Staff to Speaker of 
the House 
Tim Inman, House Legislative Director 
Lore Christopher, Employee Services Manager 
Sandra Rierson, Financial Services Manager 
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Appendix A – Legislative Research Model 
Alternatives 
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Oregon State Legislature 

Policy and Research Legislative Working Group  
December 9-10, 2014 
Meeting Summary  

 

 
Introduction:  To continue the work begun during the first set of meetings in September, the Legislative 
Working Group on Policy Research (Working Group) convened for two 1-1/2 hour sessions on December 
9 and 10, 2014. All eight legislators participated, and several legislative staff members attended:     
 

Members of the Legislative Working Group:  
 Representative Cliff Bentz (R) 
 Senator Brian Boquist (R) 
 Senator Michael Dembrow (D) 
 Representative Mitch Greenlick (D) 
 Senator Betsy Johnson (D) 
 Representative Nancy Nathanson (D) 
 Representative Andy Olson (R) 
 Senator Doug Whitsett (R) 

Legislative Staff Members attending the meeting: 
Anna Braun, Senate 
Tim Inman, House of Representatives 
Rick Berkobian, Committee Services 
Dexter Johnson, Legislative Counsel 
Paul Warner, Legislative Revenue Office 
Lore Christopher, Human Resources 
 

The meetings were facilitated by Larisa Benson and Deb Eddy of The Athena Group.  
 
Recap of September Sessions: Earlier interviews with legislators and staff indicated a broad and diverse 
range of preferences, expectations and potential staffing models for enhanced policy research capacity. 
Over the course of the September meetings, the Working Group indicated a preference for a new office 
or agency housed within the legislature, with work overseen by a bipartisan, bi-cameral legislative 
committee. Although the group rejected the idea of housing the policy research function externally (for 
example, at a university), they allowed for the possibility of contracting out selected research projects. 
The Group also wanted to see improved efforts to coordinate the policy research efforts of existing 
committee staff, and stressed the importance coordinating research agendas and communication with 
existing legislative staff. 
 
Focus for December Sessions: The Working Group considered several aspects of governance, including 
how to ensure a nonpartisan yet relevant policy research agenda, how to protect and preserve the 
independence of the analytic staff and the research products, and the constitution of the membership 
of the legislative committee that would direct and oversee the policy research.  
 

Setting the Policy Research Agenda:  The Working group suggested that any member of the 
legislature could propose topics for the policy research agenda, and that the Policy Research 
Committee would be responsible for reviewing those requests using a set of criteria to select 
and prioritize the topics. It was noted that the timing for setting the agenda and setting 
deadlines for the reports would be an important implementation consideration, since the 
relevance and usefulness of a report on a given topic was related to the priorities of any given 
legislative session. 

Goal Statement: The Oregon State Legislature seeks to improve its capacity to produce policy 
research reports that are practical, non-partisan and directed by the legislature on topics that are of 
importance to Oregonians. 
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Protecting Independence:  The Working Group agreed that projecting the independence of the 
staff to produce nonpartisan research reports was critical to long-term credibility, and that the 
hiring and firing policies and continuous training of both staff and legislative members should 
reflect the importance of preserving the integrity of the independent analysis for these reports. 
The Working Group further indicated a preference for research reports that concluded with a 
range of policy options, rather than recommendations. 
    
Committee Membership:  The Working Group expressed a clear preference for a bicameral and 
bipartisan committee membership structure that included a minimum of two members from 
each party from each chamber, and a requirement that any action such as setting the policy 
research agenda or releasing a report would require the approval of a supermajority of the 
committee membership. 
 

Staffing Models: The Working Group considered a variety of staffing models, ranging from a significant 
new office that would be roughly the size of a well-developed policy research or performance audit shop 
to the option of doing nothing or simply striving to better coordinate the research efforts of existing 
staff. Some of the options considered included: 
 Hire new staff to conduct policy research full time. 
 Hire new staff and integrate or blend the efforts of existing staff to support the research agenda. 
 Extend the temporary staff hired during session to full-time, and use the interim periods to 

conduct more policy research. 
 Emphasize more coordination of existing staff to conduct research during the interim. 
 Continue business as usual. 

 
Cost Analysis: The Working Group reviewed a cost model that included rough “unit costs” for additional 
staff that included employment benefits and an allowance for office supplies, equipment and support. 
The cost model did not assume any additional costs for office space. Options considered ranged from 
$1.1 million dollars annually for approximately 7 new staff to $4.1 million dollars annually for 
approximately 26 new staff. Any size office can be estimated using the cost model. 
 
“Proof of Concept.” If the Legislature decides to support a proposal for enhancing the policy research 
function that includes the provision of new staff, the Working Group pointed out the practicality of 
ramping up slowly and assessing whether the initial products of an enhanced policy research function 
provided “proof of concept” for moving forward with any significant expansion, as well as the realities of 
a limited state budget for which there were already many competing proposals. 
 
Next steps:  The consultants will prepare a memorandum that summarizes the Working Group’s 
discussions, preferences and remaining considerations in more detail; the Working Group members will 
review and comment on this memorandum. The consultants will then prepare a draft report to 
Leadership, including the Working Group’s memorandum, to be delivered prior to the start of the 2015 
Legislative Session. Legislative Leadership and/or the Working Group may elect to use the consultant’s 
research and recommendations to craft a proposal for consideration during the 2015 Legislative Session, 
either in the form of a bill or as part of the legislative budget deliberations.  
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Appendix D – Committee Service Duties, Products 
and Services 
 

 
Source: Committee Services 

Committee Organization and Administration    

• Assists committee Chairs in establishing committee work plans and priorities, and developing 
committee agendas   

• Works with Chairs and committees, in both chambers, to conduct committee activities including: 
o Reviews drafts of committee rules with committees 
o Monitors committee activities for compliance with chamber and committee rules 
o Schedules meetings 
o Ensures appropriate information is timely and available on OLIS 
o Ensures committee agendas are organized and posted in a timely manner 
o Prepares motion scripts and other aides for Chairs and Members 
o Identifies persons and interest groups to be notified 
o Assists public before, during and after hearings 
o Solicits testimony and coordinates presentations 
o Attends committee meetings 
o Assists Chair and Members with application of legislative rules and procedures 
o Monitors committee deliberations and decisions for necessary follow-up 

Committee 
Organization & 
Administration

45%

Research
20%

Legislation 
Analysis & 
Tracking

15%

Agency Oversight
10%

Project 
Coordination

5%

Other
5%

Committee Services Administrator Duties
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• Meets with representatives of interest groups, the public and others regarding issues before the 
committee 

• Organizes and facilitates work groups at the direction of the Chair 
• Identifies and explains the basic positions of legislative measure opponents and proponents 
• Communicates committee activities to Leadership offices 
• Relays communication from Leadership offices to Chairs and committee Members 
• Arranges and coordinates periodic “road hearings” during session and interim 
• Prepares written summaries of certain task force meetings 
   
Research 

• Draft and updates Background Briefs 
• Conducts research and drafts reports specific to a Member’s request (either directly or via a request 

from a caucus office) 
• Responds with (nonlegal) verbal or written answers to public requests 
• Researches and drafts background for Staff Measure Summaries 
• Researches content for inclusion in assigned task force reports 
• Performs research for all committees and Members of current law, policies, and past legislative 

history affecting proposed legislation and committee issue areas including reviewing research and 
policies from other states and public policy groups   

• Describes to Members and others past policy decisions and current options in assigned subject areas 
 

Legislation Analysis and Tracking 

• Prepares and submits measure requests for committees 
• Reviews bills sent to committee 
• Tracks the status of measures between chambers and committees, and makes this information 

available to Chairs and Members 
• Prepares and delivers subject matter background and analysis to committee Members 
• Identifies areas of consensus, reviews material and summarizes options for Chair and Members 
• Confers with Fiscal and Revenue Officers or agencies regarding impact of legislation 
• Prepares timely requests for fiscal and revenue impact statements on measures before committees, 

and ensures information is available for committee consideration  
• Ensures measures voted out of committee are processed for desk filing in a timely and accurate 

manner 
• Develops means of tracking/monitoring legislation; plans for timely completion of process 
• Confers with Legislative Counsel in drafting measures and amendments and resolving conflicts 
• Reviews amendments and develops amendment explanations and/or related information for 

committee Members as requested 
 

Agency Oversight 

• Conducts oversight of state agencies and programs in assigned subject areas, including tracking 
agency activity (task forces, work groups) in implementation of legislation 

• Coordinates meetings between agencies and Chairs and/or other Members to discuss issues 
• Reviews and prepares analysis of agency rulemaking, and analysis of general agency operation 
• Maintains communications with agency administrators and legislative coordinators 
• Visits agency sites and tours programs outside the Salem area 
• Monitors studies and general information in assigned subject areas 
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Project Coordination/Participation   

• Lead staff or participant to complete regular office projects as assigned by manager:  
o Annual Summary of Legislation 
o Background Briefs 
o Session staff training materials, including review and updating of administrator 

training manual and training calendar 
o Assist with chair and/or new Member orientation and training 

• Assist in hiring process by reviewing applicants and participating in interview process 
• Lead or participates in special projects related to session staff training, refining committee 

process, office operations, etc. 
• Works with Information Services to design and field-test new program applications 
• Coordinates projects with professional staff from other legislative branch offices 
• Oversees administrative support staff projects 
 

Communication  

• Receives and responds to request for materials, research, or investigations;   
• Responds to legislative leadership inquiries regarding proposed legislation before the committee 
• Communicates Chairs work plan as directed   
• Writes position statements, letters, reports and other communications from committee actions, and 

explains impact of options  
• Explains relevance of related statutes, court decisions or rules 
• Drafts speech material and staff measure analysis for use by Members during floor discussions 
• Prepares written analyses of public policy, including current law and proposed legislation;  
• Presents analyses and other information in writing and orally to legislators, committee chairs, 

committees, and legislative leadership offices 
 

Other 

• Participates in external professional development events 
• Participates in agency meetings and in-service training 
• Participates in intra-office policy meetings 
• Provides training and ongoing mentoring to session staff 
• Supervises full-time graduate interns for length of session including evaluation and conferring with 

academic institutions 
• Ballot measures explanatory statement, financial estimate, and legislative argument administrative 

activities with Secretary of State 
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Committee Services’ staff assist chairs in developing work plans and posting agendas, and help facilitate 
committee meetings during session and interim. However, CS is also available to assist all members in a 
variety of ways. Below are CS products and services, and how they can help you. To find out more, call 
our office at (503) 986-1813, talk to any of our staff, or visit the main office in Room 453. See the next 
page for which continuing committee staff to contact in regard to a partial list of different subjects. 

Product Description Can Help You 
Summary of 
Legislation  

Compilation of summaries of selected bills, 
memorials and resolutions considered by the 
Legislature. See Publications & Reports under 
the Citizen Engagement tab at: 
www.oregonlegislature.gov/ 

Keep track of what passed … and what didn’t pass 
but was subject to much discussion … inform 
constituents … prepare for public appearances. 

Background Briefs Background briefs provide a basic, objective 
understanding of current state law, related facts 
and information about key topics that affect 
Oregon. See Publications & Reports under the 
Citizen Engagement tab at: 
www.oregonlegislature.gov/ 

Understand the complexity and background of a 
major issue the legislature has or is likely to 
address. 

Staff Measure 
Summaries (SMS) 

Plain language summaries of all bills reported 
out of policy committees to the House or 
Senate. 

Understand bills. Prepare for floor debates and 
votes. 

Prepare a research 
memo 

Brief research memo on topics that you request. Answer questions …understand bills … learn what 
is happening in other states or at the federal level 
… get ready for debates… prepare legislation. 

Prepare an email 
response to a 
question 

Concise email response to your research 
request. 

Get quick, focused information on any topic or 
pending legislation. 

Research legislative 
history 

Background on statute and chronology of how 
parts of law changed over time. 

Understand the origin of a law and when and how 
laws change … helpful when you start working on 
new legislation. 

Staff a work group 
or task force 

Help group identify goals, develop work plans, 
and frame issues; provide research; and write 
reports. 

Organize a group, work with members to schedule 
meetings, prepare agendas …help find solutions. 

Compile and send 
materials 

Compile research reports, newspaper articles 
and government reports on a topic. 

Become familiar with a particular topic … read up 
on issues yourself … conduct your own research. 

Attend a meeting for 
you 

CS staff can attend a meeting for you and 
provide a brief summary of what transpired. 

Keep track of on-going meetings and developing 
issues … provide updates to you and committee 
members. 

Accompany you to a 
meeting 

CS staff can accompany you to a meeting or 
town hall with other legislators, agency staff, 
and others. 

Understand the background to issues … answer 
questions … develop options as you work on bills 
… be a “sounding board” to help clarify what is 
being discussed. 

Brief members, 
committees  

Presentations on issues and bills to individual 
members, and/or staff. 

Become familiar with a particular topic … give 
overview of issues … help ensure follow-up for 
another member’s questions. 

Plan “bagels” or 
“brownbag” briefing 

Make arrangements for speaker(s), notice and 
room arrangements for an early morning 
(bagels) or lunchtime (brownbag) briefing on a 
particular topic for members and staff. 

Become familiar with a particular topic and help 
others to learn more about it. 

Track agency 
rulemaking  

Track agency rulemaking and provide updates 
on proposed rule language and status. 

Stay current on rulemaking to implement 
legislation. 

Products and Services 
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Appendix E – Cost Model 

Name 
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5 

New Legislative 
Agency A 

New Legislative 
Agency B 

Expand Committee 
Services Staff 

New Hybrid Legislative  
Agency C 

Coordinate Research 
Across Agencies 

Description 

This option would 
create a new Agency 
dedicated to Research 
and Policy Analysis 
supported by a large 
number of new staff. 

This option would 
create a new Agency 
dedicated to Research 
and Policy Analysis 
supported by a 
smaller number of 
new staff. 

This option would create a 
new research unit within 
Committee Services staffed 
by a new Research 
Coordinator, part-time 
session-only Committee 
Administrators converted to 
year-round positions, and 
10% of existing Committee 
Administrators time.  

This option would create a 
new agency dedicated to 
Research and Policy Analysis, 
supported by a hybrid of new 
research staff and existing 
staff. 

This option would direct 
10% of current Committee 
Services, Legislative 
Counsel, and the 
Legislative Fiscal and 
Revenue Offices staff time 
to coordinated policy 
research (more during 
Interim, less during 
Session). 

Staffing Structure New Staff (26) 
1 Director 
6 Principal Researcher  
5 Senior 
Researcher/CALA 4s 
13 CALA 3s  
1 Office Manager  

New Staff (12) 
1 Director 
2 Principal Researcher  
4 Senior 
Researcher/CALA 4s 
4 CALA 3s 
1 Office Manager 

New Staff (10) 
1 Research Coordinator 
6 Continuing Session CALA 3s 
3 Continuing Session CALA 2s  
 
Existing Staff (.9) 
.2 CALA 4s 
.5 CALA 3s 
.2 CALA 2s 

New Staff (6) 
1 Director 
2 Principal Researcher 
2 Senior Researcher/CALA 4s 
1 Office Manager 
 
Existing Staff (.9) 
.2 CALA 4s 
.5 CALA 3s 
.2 CALA 2s 

New Staff: None 
Existing Staff (4.8) 
.2 CALA 4s 
.5 CALA 3s 
.2 CALA 2s 
1 Principal Legislative 
Fiscal Officer 
.3 Senior Legislative Fiscal 
Officer 
.5 Legislative Fiscal Analyst 
.8 Senior Deputy 
Legislative Counsel 
.8 Deputy Legislative 
Counsel 
.2 Senior Economist 
.3 Economist 

Total New Staff FTEs 26 12 10 6 0  

Annual Cost of New 
Staff $3,844,608 $1,819,695 $1,295,003 $1,004,206 $0 

Note: Please see definitions and assumptions on next page. 
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Assumptions and Notes 
All costs are annual.  

Costs include staff salaries at the midpoint of pay range, benefits, and services and supplies such as computers and office equipment, 
furniture, and administrative charges for centralized services. Assume staff can be housed in existing space.  

"CALA" is an acronym for Committee Administrator/Legislative Analyst. Levels range from 1 to 4. 

Scenarios 1, 2, and 4 assume staff education and skill level desired is similar to Principal and Senior Legislative Fiscal Officers, and 
Legislative Analysts 3 and 4. 

Scenarios 3 and 5 assume the research desired could be performed by Leg Analysts 2, 3 and 4, and with little or no higher level 
research performed at the Principle or Senior level. 

Scenarios 3 and 5 estimate that Committee Services, LFO, LRO, and LC staff are available to coordinate their research 10% of the time 
(more in Interim, less in Session). 

Position Titles Annual Position 
Costs* Qualifications 

Agency Director $223,749  
Principal Researcher/Legislative Fiscal Officer $170,003 Research expertise in particular areas. Acts as Deputy if needed. 
Sr. Economist $162,503 Masters or Ph.D. in Economics 
Senior Deputy Legislative Counsel $158,008 Significant research experience. 
Senior Researcher/Fiscal Officer $155,284 Significant research experience. 
Deputy Legislative Counsel/Leg Analyst 4 $151,040 Significant research or policy experience.  
Economist $148,511 Masters or Ph.D. in Economics 

Legislative Fiscal Analyst  $145,807  High education, some research or policy experience. 
Committee Administrator/Leg Analyst 3 $132,180 High education, some research or policy experience. 
Committee Administrator/Leg Analyst 2 $117,805 Some research or policy experience. 
Office Manager  $106,086   
*Includes Salary, Benefits, Services and Supplies 
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